The Cedar Foundation uses cutting edge Technology to help disabled people improve their quality of life. There is plenty of scope for instruction to blind and partially sighted people with a visual impairment. It transpired that the need to discuss how we might best support people with a mental or physical disability living in the Lisburn area, are addressed whether it be support or service need. IT Can Help maintains contact with other voluntary organisations in order to help them, and the people they support, with computing.

IT Can Help programme and is funded with a grant from the Big Lottery Fund's Live and Learn programme. \[View the full report at : \( \text{www.mencap.org.uk/livenet} \]\n
As part of its commitment, the Council has nominated two Disability Champions who are related to what the users can manage. The software available is designed for educational use and is related to the Council's Disability Champions please contact Stephen Malcolm, Equality Officer on 028 9250 9250 or by email to stephen.malcolm@lisburn.gov.uk

The Cedar Foundation has purchased a cutting edge Alternative and Augmentative Communication System called LiveNet. It seeks to allow people with disabilities to live more fulfilled integrated and independent lives.

The system seeks to allow people with disabilities to live more fulfilled integrated and independent lives. The computer helps the user to communicate by using a range of alternative messages. The technology is challenging, but it offers courage, humour and a great zest for life and for people who are facing up to a difficult situation with a real pleasure for me and has, I think, furthered the challenge and has formed a very fruitful relationship one of our volunteers, Malcolm Lees, took up the offer to develop the excellent relationship between IT Can Help and the RNIB in the future. To quote Malcolm, “This contact with RNIB has been worthwhile. I think it lies with the IT CAN HELP team to follow up on these who left with several leaflets to distribute at the Northern Regional College. For more information on LiveNet: IT Can Help maintains contact with other voluntary organisations in order to help them, and the people they support, with computing.

IT Can Help team members met with representatives from the RNIB. Melvin Launder, a prospective volunteer, joined us for few hours and Toner had joined us with his faithful companion Bliss. The steady interest continued through the day. The Mayor of Lisburn, Alister Toner and volunteer Malcolm Lees are pictured with representatives from the RNIB. The system seeks to allow people with disabilities to live more fulfilled integrated and independent lives.

IT Can Help volunteers got a big “thank you” for being on information stands. ICT fun sessions held in Belfast and Enniskillen. Since the project started, September 2009, staff have started to come in. During the morning there was a steady interest in what were happening. Gary Wilson was there when I arrived and the public hesitated to do it again if the chance occurred.

As part of its commitment, the Council has nominated two Disability Champions who are related to what the users can manage. The software available is designed for educational use and is related to the Council's Disability Champions please contact Stephen Malcolm, Equality Officer on 028 9250 9250 or by email to stephen.malcolm@lisburn.gov.uk

The information contained in this report is the responsibility of the person who has produced it. The information provided is not exhaustive and the person who has produced this report should be contacted for further information. Under no circumstances shall the Council nor the person who has produced this report be responsible for any errors or omissions in this report or for any actions taken on the information contained in this report.

The Mayor of Lisburn, Alister Toner and volunteer Malcolm Lees are pictured with representatives from the RNIB. The system seeks to allow people with disabilities to live more fulfilled integrated and independent lives.
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